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Abstract. In this paper, we present a large-scale analysis about an emerging new
type of domain-name fraud, which we call levelsquatting. Unlike existing frauds
that impersonate well-known brand names (like google.com) by using similar
second-level domain names, adversaries here embed brand name in the subdomain
section, deceiving users especially mobile users who do not pay attention to the
entire domain names.
First, we develop a detection system, LDS, based on passive DNS data and webpage content. Using LDS, we successfully detect 817,681 levelsquatting domains.
Second, we perform detailed characterization on levelsquatting scams. Existing
blacklists are less effective against levelsquatting domains, with only around 4%
of domains reported by VirusTotal and PhishTank respectively. In particular, we
find a number of levelsquatting domains impersonate well-known search engines.
So far, Baidu security team has acknowledged our findings and removed these
domains from its search result. Finally, we analyze how levelsquatting domain
names are displayed in different browsers. We find 2 mobile browsers (Firefox
and UC) and 1 desktop browser (Internet Explorer) that can confuse users when
showing levelsquatting domain names in the address bar.
In summary, our study sheds light to the emerging levelsquatting fraud and we
believe new approaches are needed to mitigate this type of fraud.
Keywords: LDS, DNS, levelsquatting
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Introduction

Fast-paced reading is favored in the Internet age. Lengthy articles are less likely to be
read and often receive comments like TL;DR (short for Too long; didn’t read) [1]. While
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impatience to long text may leave valuable information overlooked, negligence to a long
domain name can lead to much worse consequences.
As a real-world example, Figure 1 shows a phishing website with a long domain
name, mails.tsinghua.edu.cn.locale.rebornplasticsurgery.com,
displayed in IE browser’s address bar with default settings. The domain name is so
lengthy that only the subdomain mails.tsinghua.edu.cn can be displayed, which
is identical to the authentic login domain name of Tsinghua university. A user can be
deceived to put her login credential when visiting this website.

Fig. 1: An example of Levelsquatting domain displayed in IE.
We term this type of fraud as levelsquatting. Adversaries here create domains by
using its subdomain section to impersonate a brand domain. Levelsquatting scams bring
cybercriminals several benefits: (1) This type of attack is more deceptive (compared to
traditional domain squatting), since the displayed part of the domain name can have
quite legitimate looking in both desktop and mobile browsers; (2) Adversaries can create
subdomains to impersonate arbitrary brand domains. If they use e2LDs(effective second
level domain names) for the same purpose, they have to find ones not registered yet. and
(3) Adversaries can leverage mechanisms of name servers that controlled by themselves,
like wildcard DNS, to manage a large pool of levelsquatting concurrently. In this work,
we perform the first large-scale analysis to understand this type of fraud.
Finding levelsquatting domains. To discover levelsquatting domains, we have developed a system named called LDS (Levelsquatting Detection System), which monitors
large volume of passive DNS data and identifies levelsquatting. LDS first searches for
the levelsquatting candidates by matching a list of popular domain names. Then for each
candidate, it collects WHOIS information, page content, visual appearance, and performs
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a three-stage detection procedure. After sampling and manually verification, we confirm
LDS can work effectively. As described in Section 3, LDS achieves the precision of
96.9% on a sample of our dataset.
Discoveries. The amount of levelsquatting domains discovered by LDS is 817,681,
which enable us to conduct a comprehensive study of levelsquatting scams. We highlight
our findings below.
(1) We find a new type of attack that impersonates search engines. For example,
the domain www.baidu.com.baidu-service.com has identical appearance as
Baidu and it can even returns meaningful search results when being queried. The goal of
adversaries here is to insert illegal ads, e.g., gamble promotions, in the returned results.
In total, we find 13,331 fake search-engine websites. We report them to Baidu security
team, and all of them have been confirmed malicious.
(2) While a levelsquatting domain can be created by adding a subdomain record into
the DNS zone file, we find wildcard DNS record is used more often for management
ease: 517,839 (63.33%) levelsquatting FQDNs (fully qualified domain names referring
to absolute domain names) or 41,389 (64.55%) e2LDs have wildcard DNS records.
(3) The effectiveness of blacklists regarding levelsquatting is very limited. We check
the identified levelsquatting domains on PhishTank 10 and VirusTotal 11 . Only around
4% of the them have been captured by VirusTotal and PhishTank respectively.
(4) We conjecture that the rise of levelsquatting attack is attributed to the problematic
design of modern browsers. In fact, we investigate and show that some mobile browsers
(e.g., Firefox and UC) and desktop browsers (e.g., Internet Explorer 9 on Windows 7)
fail to display levelsquatting FQDNs correctly, making users vulnerable to this fraud.
As a result, we suggest these browser manufacturers to adjust their UI and highlight the
e2LD section.
In summary, our work makes the following contributions.
(1) We perform the first large-scale study of levelsquatting fraud using a detection
system LDS we developed.
(2) We make an in-depth measurement study of the identified levelsquatting domains.
(3) We check levelsquatting on PC and mobile browsers and find several visual
issues that can confuse users. We suggest browser manufactures to fix those issues and
highlight the e2LD section more clearly.

2

Background

In this section, we first give a brief overview of existing methods for subdomain creation.
Then we define levelsquatting and describe the scope of this study. Finally, we survey
existing attacks against brand names that have been extensively studied and compare
them with levelsquatting.
Subdomain creation. In this work, we consider a domain name as FQDN, its right part
offered by registrar (e.g., GoDaddy 12 ) as e2LD and its left part as subdomain. To learn
whether a domain is managed by a registrar, we check if it is one level under an effective
10
11
12

https://www.phishtank.com/
https://www.virustotal.com/
https://www.godaddy.com/
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top-level domain (eTLD) (e.g., .com and .co.uk) 13 , an approach commonly used by
existing works [4].
There are three types of DNS records that can create subdomain, A, AAAA and
CNAME records. The first two associate a subdomain with an IP v4/v6 address, e.g.,
<b.example.com A 93.184.216.34>. CNAME specifies the alias of another
canonical domain, e.g., <www.example.com CNAME example.com>. Additionally, the owner can specify a wildcard record, by filling the subdomain part with a character
*, which will capture DNS requests to any subdomain not specified in the zone file.
Levelsquatting. A registrar usually enforces no extra restriction on subdomain creation,
if the whole domain name complies with the IETF standard [5]. Such loose policy
unfortunately allows attackers to create a subdomain impersonating a well-known brand
without any hurdle. We name such fraud domains as levelsquatting domains. More
concretely, it contains a well-known brand (e.g., google.com) in its subdomain section,
while the e2LD section does not belong to the brand owner.
Whether a domain is created for levelsquatting depends on its similarity to a known
brand in both its subdomain and e2LD sections. For the subdomain section, we assume attackers: (1) use the exact brand name without any typo (e.g., go0gle.com.example.
com is excluded); (2) keep the entire e2LD section of the targeted brand within the subdomain section (e.g., google.example.com is excluded); (3) target a brand’s FQDN
as well in addition to its e2LD (e.g., accounts.google.com.example.com is
included). We choose these criteria to reduce the computation overhead (e.g., finding all
brand typos is computationally expensive) while achieve good coverage.
Comparison to domain-squatting. Previous studies have revealed many tricks adopted
by adversaries to impersonate a brand. Domain-squatting is arguably the most popular
approach. In this approach, adversaries buy an e2LD that looks similar to a brand domain
and fool users who cannot distinguish the difference. This can be done through typosquatting [6], bit-squatting [7], homophone-squatting [8], homograph-squatting [9] and
etc. A recent work by Kintis et al. covers combo-squatting, in which case attackers
combine brand name with one or more phrases (e.g., youtube-live.com) and
register the e2LD [10]. Despite the high similarity, these approaches will fail if the user
is careful enough when reviewing the domain name.
However, a recent attack called punycode scam takes one step further to erase the
visual difference. Punycode is a way to represent a Unicode letter using ASCII character
set. But many Unicode letters look almost the same as ASCII letters (e.g., Cyrillic “a”
and Latin “a”). They can be abused to construct scam domains looking exactly the same
as brand domains [11, 12].
All approaches listed above require attackers to buy e2LDs similar to the targeted
brand. The monetary cost is still non-negligible and the choices are usually limited. In
comparison, creating levelsquatting domain needs virtually zero cost and the choices are
unlimited. Moreover, when the domain is displayed in a defective browser, discerning
the difference is much more difficult.
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Fig. 2: Processing flow of LDS. The number in the figure refers to the number of records
remained after each filtering step.
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Finding levelsquatting Domains

While levelsquatting domains are spotted in wild occasionally [2], there is no systematic
study measuring the scale and characterizing the purpose. A large volume of samples
is essential to yield meaningful insights into this phenomenon, but so far the coverage
from public sources is still limited (see Section 5.2 for more details). To overcome
the issue of data scarcity, we build an system named LDS (Levelsquatting Detection
System) to automatically discover scam levelsquatting domains. At high level, LDS
selects candidate domains from passive DNS data and identifies scam ones based on
the combination of registration-, structural- and visual-analysis. Below we first give an
overview of LDS and then dive into the details of each component.
3.1 System Overview
The top challenge we need to address here is how to discover a large amount of levelsquatting domains efficiently. Although some registrars (e.g., VeriSign) have published
zone files they managed, subdomains are not included. Whether a subdomain exists can
be learned through issuing DNS query, but enumerating all subdomains is impossible.
Our solution, on the other hand, is to examine the domain resolutions logged by passive
DNS collectors. We scan two passive DNS datasets offered by Farsight 14 and Qihoo
360 15 in this research.
Brand selection. Although any brand may be subjected to levelsquatting attack, impersonating well-known brands accords with the best interest of attackers. In this study,
we select e2LD from Alexa top 10K list 16 (named DomAlexa ) for detection. This
dataset yields a decent coverage of web categories (46 categories labeled by Alexa 17 are
included). Next, we construct a list of wildcard strings (e.g., *.google.com.*) and
submit them to passive DNS service. In the end, we obtain a corpus of 586,197,541 DNS
logs. We filter logs matching A, AAAA and CNAME in record type and extract domain
names. We collect 4,735,289 domains as candidates (named DomAll ).
13
14
15
16
17

We use the public suffix list provided by https://publicsuffix.org/ to match eTLD.
https://www.dnsdb.info/
https://www.passivedns.cn/
http://s3.amazonaws.com/alexa-static/top-1m.csv.zip
https://www.alexa.com/topsites/category
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Design and data collection. Through an initial exploration on a small subset within
DomAll , we gain three insights about levelsquatting domains. First, many of them
have been leveraged to deliver phishing content with similar visual appearances to
the targeted brand domains [13]. Second, attackers prefer to use off-the-shelf website
template to reduce development cost [14, 15], introducing irregular similarity among
pages of levelsquatting domains. Third, registration information of levelsquatting e2LD
and brand e2LD are usually irrelevant. Motivated by these insights, we build a crawler
infrastructure to query WHOIS information from registrars, download homepage and
capture screenshots for each domain in DomAll .
We obtain 2,473,809 valid pages from DomAll and we label this set as DomSus . We
notice that almost half of DomAll become expired during our research. This is because
adversaries here prefer to e2LD with short lifetime to reduce their cost, illustrated by
previous work [15]. Every domain in DomSus is examined by a detection component
based on registration-, structural-, and visual-features and the alarmed domain is considered as levelsquatting (the set is named DomLD ). Figure 2 illustrates the processing
flow and the implementation details are elaborated in the following chapter.
3.2

Implementation of Checkers

We develop three checkers to exam each domain in DomSus . All these three checkers
are sequential. At the high level, a domain is labeled suspicious if registration information mismatches correspondent brand domain in DomAlexa . Structural and visual
representation check similarity between DomSus or DomAlexa . We consider a domain
as levelsquatting if two checkers alarm. The details of each checker is elaborated below.
Registration checker. We query public WHOIS servers to obtain registration information for e2LDs in DomSus and DomAlexa . Though a levelsquatting domain can pretend
by manipulating the subdomain section, faking registration information is not always
feasible. In fact, not all the WHOIS fields can be controlled by attackers, e.g., register
email and registration date. Although adversaries can utilize “Domain Privacy Protection”
service to hide their tracks, they cannot rely on brand domain use the same service.
From WHOIS servers, we obtain 58,372 and 10,000 valid records for e2LDs in
DomSus and DomAlexa 18 . For every WHOIS record associated with DomSus , we
extract email address, telephone number, creation date, expiration date, and match them
with DomAlexa . The domains having zero overlap will be further inspected by the
structural- and visual- checker.
Structural checker. As the second step, we inspect the homepage under each domain.
On one hand, malicious pages tend to share the same structure due to the use of web
templates. On the other hand, when a malicious page is designed for phishing, its
structure should resemble to the brand domain. As a result, we compare each page
structural similarity in DomSus and DomAlexa by using “Page Compare library” 19 .
Visual checker. In this step, we aim to determine whether the levelsquatting domain runs
a phishing page mimicking one in DomAlexa . We look into the visual similarity between
them. As the first step, our crawler launches a browser instance and visit homepages
18

19

We are not able to obtain WHOIS records for all e2LDs within DomSus because they have
become expired when we queried.
https://github.com/TeamHG-Memex/page-compare
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in DomAlexa and DomSus by using selenium library 20 . We take a screen shot for
each domain. Then we check structural similarity between each image in DomSus and
DomAlexa by using skimage 21 .
By using both structural and visual checkers, we can filter out non-malicious levelsquatting domains. Similar to our approach, DeltaPhish [19], also exploits the structural and visual similarity to detect phishing pages. Though DeltaPhish extracted more
features, it relies on a pre-labeled training dataset and the computation is more timeconsuming. Our approach is training-free and more efficient.

4

Evaluation

The precision of LDS. LDS detects 817,681 levelsquatting FQDNs (DomLD ) and we
want to learn how accurate the result is. In the beginning, we use “query” mode of
VirusTotal API 22 to get URL report for every detected levelsquatting FQDN and use
the number of alarms to determine whether it is scam. But it turns out that most of
the domains are not even been submitted to VirusTotal (more details in Section 5.2).
Therefore, we have to resort to manual verification. However, manually confirming all
of them within a reasonable time is impossible. As an alternative, we sample FQDNs
randomly and validate them for 10 rounds. We calculate precision rate for each round
and consider the average value as the true precision rate.
In each round, we first sample 1,000 results and check whether the FQDN is used
for phishing, e.g., stealing login credentials. For the remaining ones, our validation rules
focus on the strategies adopted by attackers. In particular, we first compare two pages
crawled by common browser user-agent and spider user-agent strings, determining if
cloaking performed, which is widely used for Blackhat SEO. Then we follow the method
proposed by Wang et al. [17] to find cloaking pages: if there is no similarity in visual
effect or page structures between two pages, the domain is labeled as cloaking. Next, we
go through the page content and check if it is used to promote illegal business like porn,
gamble or fake shops. We also examine e2LD’s WHOIS information and consider it a
true positive when the domain is recently registered by a non-authoritative party. After
10 rounds calculation, we get the system precision rate is 96.9%.
Analysis of false positives. We conservatively treat the false positives rate 3.1%. But
a close look suggests none of them is absolutely innocent. Among these 310 domains,
178 of them show regional news, but none of their sources are well known and the same
content/page structure are found, which indicate they might serve spun content for spam
purposes [18]. The other 132 domains all display a message showing that the domain is
expired. However, when we revisited them one month later, 118 of them showed more
than 2 ads about lottery and porn. We speculate these domains might be purchased later
by attackers or just use expired pages occasionally to avoid detection.

5

Measurement

In this section, we present our analysis about levelsquatting domains. We first describe
the dataset we use. Then, we evaluate how effective the current defense stands against
20

https://www.seleniumhq.org/
https://scikit-image.org/
22
The “query” mode retrieves the prior scanning result of a URL that has been submitted to
VirusTotal by another user.
21
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levelsquatting and how popular levelsquatting is used for scam activities. Next we
examine the statistics of the lexical features, including the popularity of different prefixes
in subdomains. Finally, we take a deep look into the infrastructure behind levelsquatting
domains.
5.1

Datasets

To enrich the diversity of the levelsquatting domains, in addition to the 799,893 domains
captured by LDS, we also acquire data from PhishTank and VirusTotal. The summary is
listed in Table 1.
PhishTank (DSP T ). Levelsquatting is supposed to be used a lot for phishing attacks.
As a result, we download all URLs submitted to PhishTank between May 2016 to July
2017, with 1,025,336 records in total, and search for levelsquatting FQDNs. We use the
same check algorithm described in Section 3 and get 14,387 levelsquatting FQDNs in
the end.
VirusTotal (DSV T ). Another data source is VirusTotal, a well-known public service
offering URL and file scanning. We download the feed from February to April, 2017,
accounting for 160,399,466 URLs in total. After filtering, we obtain 3,528 levelsquatting
FQDNs (all of them are alarmed by at least two blacklists).
Combining the three datasets, we obtain 817,681 unique levelsquatting FQDNs (we
name the entire set DSAll ), mapped to 64,124 e2LDs. The overlap of the three datasets
is small: only 127 FQDNs or 40 e2LDs from DSLDS are also contained in DSP T and
DSV T .
Table 1: Summary of datasets.
Notation

Source

Period

# FQDNs # e2LDs

DSLDS
LDS
03.2017-04.2017 799,893 58,988
DSP T
PhishTank 05.2016-07.2017 14,387 3,887
DSV T
VirusTotal 02.2017-04.2017 3,528
1,289
DSOverlapped
——127
40
Sum (DSAll )
——817,681 64,124

5.2

Impact of Levelsquatting

Blacklist is a common first-line defense against malicious URLs, but according to our
study, its coverage on levelsquatting domains is quite limited. Our conclusion comes
from a coverage test on VirusTotal: we queried all 817,681 FQDNs from DSLDS using
VirusTotal API under “query” mode, and found only 39,249 are alarmed, accounting for
4.80% of DSLDS . It turns out that most of the domains (618,374, 75.63%) are not even
submitted to VirusTotal.
Although levelsquatting has been observed in the wild as an attack vector for phishing, whether it has become a popular option for the phishing purpose is unclear yet.
The answers seems negative: 332,007 distinct FQDNs (covering 1,025,336 URLs) are
obtained from PhishTank but DSP T only has 14,387 (4.33% of 332,007) FQDNs. As
another supporting evidence, most of the domains recorded by PhishTank are short, each
of which in average consists of only 2.83 levels.
Prefix. Attackers are free to add prefixes in front of a brand, in order to impersonate
a specific brand domain. To learn their preference, we have extracted all prefixes and
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Fig. 3: Top 15 prefix keywords.
counted the number of appearance among DSAll . Top 15 prefixes with their occupied
percentage are shown in Figure 3. Among them, www. is chosen most frequently
(79,338 or 9.70% of DSAll ). The top 15 prefixes show up 31.09% of all levelsquatting
domains. Prefix known to be associated with mobile services, like m., 3g. and weixin.
(representing WeChat, the top mobile chat app in China), are ranked highly, suggesting
that attackers actively exploit the display vulnerabilities in mobile devices (discussed in
Section 7).
5.3

Infrastructure

Levelsquatting domains serve as the gateway to attackers’ infrastructure. For better
understanding, we first look into the IP addresses and registrants behind, then we analyze
domains with wildcard DNS record, distribution in new gTLD and HTTPS certificates
they deployed.
IP addresses. We performed DNS queries on all levelsquatting FQDNs in DSAll to
obtain their IP addresses by using pydig 23 . In total, 710,347 (86.87%) requests returned
valid results and 54,118 IPs were obtained. We show the top 10 IP addresses that
levelsquatting domains prefer in Table 2. From this table we can see that the top 10
servers host more than 38% of total levelsquatting domains.
Registrants. We are interested in who actually control the levelsquatting domains. Hence
we select WHOIS records of domains in DSAll and obtain 58,372 valid records in total.
By grouping the domains with registrant email addresses, we find that 23.41% of them
are under 10 email addresses. We list these registrants in Table 3. We search email
addresses for relevant information, find that many of them belong to professional domain
brokers who own massive amount of domains. Similar observations were also described
in previous works looking into the underground economy [3] and blackhat SEO [15].
23

https://github.com/shuque/pydig
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Table 2: Top 10 IP addresses of malicious levelsquatting domains.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

IP
69.172.201.153
185.53.179.8
199.59.242.150
202.181.24.196
205.178.189.131
52.33.196.199
72.52.4.122
93.46.8.89
72.52.4.119
118.193.172.49
-

ASN
Location Count of levelsquatting FQDNs Percentage
AS19324
US
76,387
9.34%
AS61969 Europe
48,932
5.98%
AS395082
US
35,327
4.32%
AS55933 Australia
34,395
4.21%
AS19871
US
31,238
3.82%
AS16509
US
23,994
2.93%
AS32787
US
21532
2.63%
AS12874
Italy
17,328
2.12%
AS32787
US
13,551
1.66%
AS58879
HK
10,689
1.31%
313,373
38.32%

Table 3: Top 10 registrant emails.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

Email
Count of Levelsquatting e2LDs
yu****@yinsibaohu.aliyun.com
3,328
yuming****@163.com
2,985
4645468b********@privacy.everdns.com
1,633
zz****@sina.com
1,397
28***@qq.com
1,255
c138e837********@privacy.everdns.com
1,231
xiaosh********@163.com
989
ljj********@gmail.com
751
whoisa****@west263.com
730
zr**@qq.com
712
15,011

Percentage
5.19%
4.66%
2.55%
2.18%
1.96%
1.92%
1.54%
1.17%
1.14%
1.11%
23.41%

Registration dates. Next, we examine the registration dates of the levelsquatting e2LDs.
Figure 4 illustrates the ECDF of registration dates, which shows that more than 59.27%
of domains were registered after 2016. Previous studies suggest recent registration date
is an indicator of domains owned by attackers [21, 22], and our result suggests that
hijacking reputable e2LD and adding subdomains under its zone file are not popular,
since reputable e2LDs tend to have a long registration lifetime (e.g., google.com has
been registered for more than 20 years). Instead, creating e2LD or compromising newly
registered e2LD is more popular.
Wildcard DNS. While LDS has detected 817,681 unique levelsquatting FQDNs, they
are mapped to only 64,124 e2LDs. We suspect there may be many wildcard DNS records
among them. To verify this assessment, we probe all 64,124 e2LDs using the same
method proposed by Du et al. [15]. In essence, for an e2LD like example.com, we
first try to resolve the IP address of *.example.com. The e2LD is considered to
support wildcard DNS if there is a valid response. Otherwise, we issue two queries
with random subdomain names, like aaa.example.com and bbb.example.com.
If the two responses are matched, the e2LD is considered to support wildcard DNS as
well. In the end, we discovered 41,389 e2LDs (64.55% of 64,124) contain wildcard DNS
records, suggesting this configuration is widely used by adversaries.
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Fig. 4: ECDF of registration dates.

Table 4: Top 10 new gTLDs in levelsquatting e2LDs.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

New gTLD
.top
.win
.pw
.info
.bid
.loan
.party
.racing
.faith
.date
-

Count Percentage of new gTLD domains Percentage of all e2LDs
3,868
20.92%
6.03%
3,034
16.41%
4.73%
2,672
14.45%
4.17%
2,254
12.19%
3.52%
1,862
10.07%
2.90%
1,213
6.56%
1.89%
1,021
5.52%
1.59%
893
4.83%
1.39%
586
3.17%
0.91%
313
1.69%
0.49%
17,716
95.83%
27.63%

Abuse of new gTLD domains. Previous studies [15] discovered that there is an increasing tendency of registering malicious domains under new gTLDs, like .top. We want
to learn whether new gTLD is also favored by levelsquatting attackers. As such, we use
the new gTLD list published by ICANN [23] to filter the e2LDs in DSAll . It turns out
a prominent ratio of e2LDs (17,716, 27.63% of 64,124) are under new gTLDs, which
aligns with the discovery of previous works. We think the the major reason is that most
new gTLDs are cheap and lack of maintenance. We show the top 10 new gTLDs abused
in Table 4.
SSL certificates. Deploying SSL certificates and supporting HTTPs connection is a
growing trend for site administrators. To make malicious sites, especially phishing
sites more convincing to visitors, SSL certificates are also used by attackers [24]. For
levelsquatting domains, the motivation is the same but our measurement result shows that
they have not seriously considered this option. We ran port scan with ZMap 24 over all
DSAll and find that only 587 of them provide certificates. By comparison, a study [25]
showed that already 70% of Alexa Top One Million sites provide SSL certificates. We
24

https://github.com/zmap/zmap
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download all these 587 certifications and extracted the issuers. Only six issuers are found.
All of them can provide free SSL certification with 30-day period or even longer. We
believe this is the main reason that these issuers are selected.
Table 5: SSL Certification issuers and domain count.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

6

Certification Issuer
RapidSSL SHA256 CA - G3
Let’s Encrypt Authority X3
WoSign CA Free SSL Certificate G2
GlobalSign Organization Validation CA - G2
Cybertrust Japan Public CA G3
Amazon
-

Charge
30 days free
Free
Free
30 days free
30 days free
12 month free
-

Count Percentage
276 47.02%
207 35.26%
40
6.81%
26
4.43%
23
3.92%
15
2.56%
587
100%

Characterization

In this section, we take a closer look into the business behind levelsquatting domains
and their targeted brands, to get a better understanding of how they serve attackers’
operations.
6.1

Types of Malicious Activities

LDS is able to classify levelsquatting domains into two categories: phishing and nonphishing. In order to learn more finer-grained categorical information, e.g., the business
operated behind the domain, we extract more features from the associated pages and
run another classification procedure. Specifically, we randomly sampled 10,000 pages
from DSAll first and manually labeled them into 5 categories, including porn, lottery,
phishing, blackhat SEO, malware-delivery to prepare the training dataset. Then, the texts
from title and href tags of each page are extracted and we use a deep-learning algorithm,
CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) to build the classification model [26]. We choose
CNN because it has been applied to similar tasks like sentence and text classification,
and achieved many successes [27, 28]. After the training step, we use CNN model to
classify all DSAll pages. The result on levelsquatting FQDNs are shown in Figure 5. It
turns out most of the levelsquatting domains were used for porn (42.59%) and lottery
(34.42%).
Since the purposes of phishing sites are not always identical, we run the same CNNbased approach to obtain sub-categories under the phishing category. The statistics of the
associated FQDNs are shown in Figure 6. It turns out the majority (94.89%) of FQDNs
attempts to impersonate well-known sites of web portals, finance, advertisements and
search-engine. Below we elaborate each category.
Fake web portals. The sites here are developed to help attackers gain high search
rankings illicitly (i.e., blackhat SEO). Attackers crawl content from reputable web portals
and update everyday. Because the ranking algorithm favors sites with high dynamics and
meaningful content, attackers’ sites will gain relatively high score. In the mean time,
blackhat SEO keywords and malicious URLs are embedded into the copied content. As
a result, querying blackhat SEO keywords in search engines will lead to malicious URLs
with higher possibilities [15].
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Fig. 5: Levelsquatting FQDN categories.
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Fig. 6: Phishing FQDN sub-categories.

Fake financial sites. This is a classic type of phishing sites. Their goal is to steal users’
credentials by impersonating the login pages of other sites, especially bank websites.
These sites make themselves look almost the same as bank sites, stock buying and selling
sites, to allure users to submit their bank card number and password.
Fake advertisements. These sites promote products by exaggerating their effects. For
instance, fake weight-losing products are frequently seen. Their common strategy is to
crawl the content from reputable shopping sites like www.amazon.com and replace
some of the contents with fake advertisements.
Fake search engine. This is a new type of blackhat SEO that never reported before and
we will show more details in Section 6.3. They pretend to be a valid search-engine site.
A search query will be forwarded to the authentic site and the returned results would be
mixed with illegal ads. As it is fully functional, users would prone to trust the returned
results and click the illegal ads.
6.2

Visiting Strategies

A user could make a mistake when typing a domain name and visit a typo-squatting site
accidentally, but it’s not possible to type a levelsquatting domain name by mistake. So
we wonder how these levelsquatting domains visited by users and who are their referrers.
Although it is straightforward to trace forward from a levelsquatting domain to its
destination by following redirection and hyperlink, tracing backward is very challenging.
A levelsquatting domain can also be embedded in webpage and many other media like
email. Unfortunately, without data shared by service providers like email servers, finding
the origin is impossible. We focus on websites that link to levelsquatting domains as
we can leverage search engine, whose indexed pages are open to public, to find website
origin. To this end, we queried all FQDNs in DSAll using Baidu and downloaded the
first 3 result pages for each. We choose Baidu because Baidu allows us to run automated
query without being blocked. In the end, we find only 80,159 queries returning at least
one result, suggesting most of them are referred by other channels rather than websites.
The next step is to find pages in the search result that point to levelsquatting FQDNs.
Instead of directly crawling, we choose to analyze its short description and look for
FQDN in DSAll . To notice, short description of search result has been used for detecting promotional-infection in [20]. In the end, we found 298,370 search results
satisfying this criteria. Interestingly, more than 27% of the results point to forums
zhidao.baidu.com and zhihu.com (Chinese versions of Quora). We report these
content to Baidu Security Team and all are removed now.
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Forum post at zhidao.baidu.com

pan.baidu.com.vrd579.com
“Visit using phone”
1
○

Search Google: “王者荣
耀女英雄去衣图”
(“nude picture of Arena
of Valor characters”)

Levelsquatting pan.baidu.com
2 Click search result
○

3 Visit link
○

Porn site with malware

Fig. 7: An example showing how a visitor reaches a levelsquatting domain.
Here we give a real-world example showing how a visitor reaches a levelsquatting domain from the website referral, and illustrate it in Figure 7. The attacker first posts a thread
on zhidao.baidu.com which advertises a link pointing to pan.baidu.com.
vrd579.com, a levelsquatting domain impersonating pan.baidu.com, Baidu’s
cloud-drive service. The thread tops the search result when a user queries “nude picture
of Arena of Valor characters” (translated from Chinese). When user follows the search
result and the link in the post by mobile, she will land on the levelsquatting site while
only “pan.baidu.com” will be shown in her browser address bar, which will induce her
to input her password or download malicious apps.
One may wonder if such search poisoning attack is only effective against Baidu. To
examine this argument, we evaluated Google by sampling 10,000 domains in DSAll
and querying them through our proxy pool. It turns out more than 85% levelsquatting
domains were also indexed by Google.
6.3 An Example of Fake Search Engine
As pointed out in Section 6.1,during the course of our study, we have discovered a
new type of phishing attack impersonating search engines. The fake search-engine
site copies content from authentic site, but when a user searches a term, illegal ads
are inserted ahead of the original search results. Figure 8 shows the returned page
of www.baidu.com.baidu-service.com (impersonating Baidu search) when
querying “abc.” The first item is an advertisement pointing to a lottery site 8f.com,
which is not allowed in Baidu’s search result because it’s not permitted by the Chinese
government. We count the number of levelsquatting domains under this category and
find the top three are also the three leading search engines in China: Baidu, 360 search
and Sogou. The fake sites count is 4,583, 3,950 and 2,318 seperately.

7

Browser UI Vulnerabilities

When the length of a domain name exceeds the visible area of browser’s address bar, a
part of the domain name will not be displayed. A user could mis-recognize the domain
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Fig. 8: Fake Baidu search result.
in this case. Browser vendors should carefully design the address bar to either leave
enough space for domain name or notify users when part of the domain, especially the
e2LD section, is hidden. Unfortunately, not all browsers follow these design principles.
We first examine how a lengthy domain is displayed on mobile browsers. Five representative mobile browsers are tested through visiting mails.tsinghua.edu.cn.
locale.rebornplasticsurgery.com in an Android phone. Figure 9 shows the
corresponding address bars. UC browser 25 is the most vulnerable as the domain name is
entirely hidden in address bar. Similarly, Firefox only shows a few extra letters. Chrome
and Safari perform better as more letters are displayed. We recommend Firefox and UC
Browser to redesign the address bar for allowing better visibility. A work published
recently [29] also pointed out that many mobile browsers fail to display levelsquatting
domain name in a secured manner, which resonates with our findings. The desktop
browsers are expected to be immune from this vulnerability, given that their UI has
much larger visible area. We test 8 popular desktop browser and find only IE 9 partially
displays as shown in Figure 10.

8

Discussion

Limitations. The criteria we enforce on the brand selection rule out potential levelsquatting domains that include typos (e.g., go0gle.com.example.com) or overlap with
only part of brand e2LDs (e.g., google.example.com). The major reason is that
finding true positives under these cases requires a lot more web crawling and queries
against passive DNS. Besides, we argue that these domains are less likely to be created
by attackers who have absolute freedom to fill the subdomain section with anything they
like.
Knowing the design of LDS, attackers could adjust their strategies to avoid detection.
For instance, they could target less popular brand domains (i.e., beyond Alexa top 10K)
25

http://www.ucweb.com/
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Fig. 9: Address bar of mobile browsers.

Fig. 10: Address bar of desktop browsers.
or change the page content to reduce the structure and visual similarity. These issues
could be addressed when running other detection systems at the same time.
The majority of domain names inspected by LDS come from the passive DNS
managed Qihoo 360. For this data, as far as we know, most of the logs are retrieved by
DNS resolvers located in China. Thus, our measurement results could have certain bias
towards one region, mainly about business categories and targeted brands (e.g., Baidu
has the most impersonators as shown in our result).
Suggestions to browser manufactures. We recommend browser companies to leave
more space in the address bar. For example, a scroll bar could be activated when the
domain overflows the display region to allow user to see the full name. Another way is
to highlight the e2LD part in the address bar.
Suggestions to users. A domain name should be reviewed more carefully when it is
lengthy or covers the entire region of the address bar. The entire domain name should be
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inspected, not only the beginning section. If the e2LD section is suspicious or never seen
before, the domain should be avoided.
Suggestions to registrars. We suggest registrars to adjust their policy to limit the length
and depth of a subdomain, given that normal domains rarely have so many characters or
levels. Alternatively, registrars can enforce a rule to forbid a domain owner to create a
subdomain with multiple levels at one shot.
Responsible disclosure. We have reported 4,583 fake search-engine sites impersonating
Baidu search and 38,275 pages embedding baidu.com in the subdomain section to
Baidu security team. All of them have been confirmed malicious. In addition, the posts
under zhidao.baidu.com backlinked by the malicious pages are all removed.
Regarding the browser UI vulnerabilities, we have contacted several browser vendors
including Baidu browser 26 and 360 security browser 27 which have the similar issue as
UC browser. Their security teams have acknowledged our findings and have fixed in the
current browsers.

9

Related Work

Domain-squatting. Various domain-squatting attacks have been discovered and studied before, including typo-squatting [6], bit-squatting [7], homophone-squatting [8],
homograph-squatting [9], combosquatting [10] and etc. Attackers under these scenarios
all need to buy an e2LD and create domains similar to the brand domain. They can be
thwarted when the owner actively registers adjacent domains or by detection mechanisms
based on domain-name similarity [6, 30–32]. However, such methods fail to defend from
levelsquatting attack since the subdomain can be arbitrarily created by attackers under
any e2LD not controlled by brand owners.
Domain abuse. Understanding how attackers register and use domains is essential for detecting malicious domains. Previous works have extensively studied attackers’ strategies
and patterns in domain registration [34–36]. Their studies show attackers’ preferences of
registrars with loose regulations. In [29], authors focused UI vulnerabilities in mobile
browsers and gave a systematic measurement on security vulnerabilities in them.
Our work leverages passive DNS data, registration data and visual similarity to
discover levelsquatting domains. Passive DNS data has been extensively leveraged for
detecting botnet and spam domains [37–40]. Recently, the data from domain registrars
has shown potential in detecting domain abuse at the early stage [21, 41]. We leverage
similarity-based approach to detect phishing levelsquatting domains, which aligns with
previous works in this area [13, 42, 43].
We compared our work with [44], which studied how adversaries use subdomains
created under the compromised e2LDs for malign purposes. In our work, we focus on
the attack that utilizes subdomains created to impersonate reputable domains. Attackers
only need to buy a cheap domain name and create reputable prefix purposefully, and
they do not need to compromise legitimate domains.
Underground economy. Our study shows that levelsquatting is extensively used by the
underground economy to deceive web users. This “dark” community has been investigated by many researchers in order to gain better understanding about its operational
26
27

https://liulanqi.baidu.com/
http://se.360.cn/
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model and build effective defense. On this topic, Levchenko et al. [16] revealed the
infrastructure and strategies used for email spam. Nektarios et al. [45] studied how illicit
drug trade was facilitated through search-redirection attack. Many of the underground
transactions happen at anonymous marketplace. Its scale and operational model were
studied by Nicolas et al. [46], and Barratt et al. [47].

10

Conclusion

In this work, we present a study about the phenomenon of levelsquatting, which exploits
visual vulnerabilities of browsers to defraud web users. In order to obtain sufficient
amount of data, we have developed a system named LDS, which examines a large volume
of passive DNS data and applies three different checkers to detect levelsquatting domains.
In the end we have identified 817,681 malicious FQDNs with an accuracy of 96.9%.
Based on the data produced by LDS and obtained from VirusTotal and PhishTank,
we carried out a comprehensive study to understand the impact of this threat and the
strategies used by attackers. Our study has already revealed several unique insights, like
prefixes favored by attackers. We also discovered a new type of phishing attack against
search-engine. Furthermore, we analyze how levelsquatting domain name is displayed
in mobile and desktop browsers and find 3 browsers (2 mobile and 1 desktop) display
domain names in a misleading way. We have reported our findings to Baidu security
team and 360 security, receiving very positive feedback.
Our study shows that attackers are constantly exploiting the weakness of domain
ecosystem and inventing new attack vectors. In the future, we will continue the research
regarding domain abuse with a focus on its impact and the new trend.
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